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ABSTRACT: The stochastic frontier analysis has been one of the most widespread techniques for efficiency
analysis in many industries. The paper considers eight different models to estimate the efficiencies in logistics
industry from 1999-2012 in the mainland of China. The spatial effects and spatial-temporal effects are considered in
eight models to account for possible unknown influence across provinces to the output. The Bayesian inference is
used to estimate the parameters of the proposed models and the results are compared based on the DIC criteria. The
results conclude the spatial-temporal model with latent spatial effect in efficiency is a better choice among eight
models.
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INTRODUCTION

In the last decades, the researcher contributed a lot for the estimation of productivity and efficiency in the
microeconomic or macroeconomic fields with parametric and non-parametric methods such as Stochastic Frontier
Analysis (SFA) and Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA). The Stochastic Frontier Analysis can decompose the
outputs into three components: a deterministic component including inputs and other variables that affect output, a
random disturbance, and the inefficiency. [1] [2] [3] The structure of SFA provides a straightforward way for the
model specification and helps to explain how output changes according to the input changes. The diversity of the
production function specification and parameters distributional assumptions are found in the application on
efficiency and productivity analysis. Cobb-Douglas and Translog production function are the main widely used
functions where the logarithms of the output is linear to the logarithms of the inputs in Cobb-Douglas function and
of the inputs and their squares and cross-products in Translog function. The distribution of efficiency term has been
proposed in the literatures such as exponential distribution, half-Normal distributions, truncated normal distribution
and Log-Normal distributions.[4]

Spatial and temporal modeling boasts interests in the statistical analysis when panel data becomes easier available
and the potential multiplier effect in information-generation capability of the interaction of space and time are
realized. The modeling are also considered in the productivity or efficiency analysis. Druska and Horrace find the
productivity shock spillovers at each moment of time in a panel data model with the disturbances spatially
correlated.[5] Schettini D. investigates the spatial variation of productivity across Brazilian regions applying
stochastic frontier analysis to manufacturing data with the maximum likelihood method.[6] Lavado and Barrios
explain technical efficiency with a sparse spatial autoregressive component for a cross-section data, and a spatial-
temporal component for a panel data.[7] The results support that spatial-temporal component can improve estimates
of technical efficiency in a production frontier. Areal, Balcombe, and Tiffin aim to measure the overall effect of
spatial factors allowing the inefficiency to be split into spatial components and specific terms.[8] Hughes et al.
estimate climate-adjusted production frontier for Australian broad acre cropping industry with specific spatial
effects in a panel-type model.[9]

There are also some applications of SFA for the efficiency analysis in transportation or logistics industry. Gathon et
al. conclude European railways technical efficiency had negative relationship to government influence in the pre-
liberalization period (1961- 1988).[10] Oum et al. make literature reviews in the evaluation of railway productivity
and efficiency and the outputs specification can influence some estimates.[11] Gang and Nan analyze the disparity
and the exogenous affecting factors of the technical efficiency of logistics industry with SFA model based on the
panel data in China.[12] However, spatial conditions are seldom considered in transportation for efficiency and
productivity research. Although it is difficult to find a perfect model to describe the real mechanism of efficiency
changes, it is a beneficial attempting to explore how the spatial factor affect the effect.
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The paper considers eight stochastic frontier models with different specifications to explore the logistics efficiency
in the main land of China. We first present the basic stochastic frontier model as base model where the effect of the
province level difference reflects in the mean structure of output and the efficiency are generated from simple
distribution. The efficiencies are allowed to vary across the provinces in spatial stochastic frontier models where the
spatial effect is embedded in the distribution of efficiency term in the second model. The combination of the above
two models forms the third one. The spatial distinctions of the parameters in the production function are
hypothesized in the fourth model to describe possible form of production functions. Temporal effect added in the
former four models forms another four models for comparison.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Eight stochastic frontier models are presented in Section 2.The prior
distribution of the parameters are provided and the MCMC-based Bayesian inference is applied for parameter
estimation in Section 3. Empirical results such as the parameter estimates and the efficiencies in different provinces
and times are provided in Section 4. We close the paper in Section 5 with several conclusions.

PROPOSED MODELS

A general cross-provincial stochastic frontier production for the measurement of productivity growth model has
been summarized comprehensively by (Kumbhakar and Lovell) which can be described by three components:[13]

ititnitit uvtXFY  ),,(  (1)

itY is the logarithm of output for the thi province in time t ( t =1,2,…T). nitX is the thn input in the
thi province at tht time .  is the vector of coefficients. itv represents white noise and is assumed to be

independent and symmetric, that is commonly defined with normal distribution ),0(~ 2Nv it . itu is one-sided,
non-negative random variable representing the downward deviation from the production frontier where different
choice are found in literature. itnit vtXF ),,(  represents the frontier of stochastic production. Technical
efficiency is captured by the component itu which can be independent or varies across the provinces. uit 1 means
perfect efficiency which seldom happens and uit <1 means the inefficiency.

itnit vtXF ),,(  represents the frontier of stochastic production. For a general stochastic frontier model with
translog functional form, ),,( tXF nit can be written:
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Spatial and temporal effects are considered based on equation (1):

Model 1: iijitnitit vutXFY 1-),,(   (3)

Model 2: ijiitnitit vutXFY  )(-),,( 2 (4)

Model 3: iijiitinitit vutXFY 123 )(-))(,,(   (5)

Model 4: ijiitinitit vutXFY  )(-))(,,( 23  (6)

Model 5: YitF (Xnit, t,)1i -uit  psiit  vit (7)
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Model 6: ititiitnitit viutXFY  ps)(-),,( 1 (8)

Model 7: YitF (Xnit, t,)1i -uit(2i ) psiit  vit (9)

Model 8: ijiititinitit vupsitXFY  )(-))(,,( 23  (10)

Model 1-4 specify the stochastic frontier models with spatial effect. Here, i1 varies at the provincial level, and

might influence the outputs. )( 21iu describes the inefficiency as a function of a latent effect i2 which varies across

provinces. )( 2iu is a positive and asymmetric probability density function that depends on i2 where i2 represents

the unobserved local characteristics in each province. The distribution of i2 allows to be different across the

province. )( 3i hypothesis that there are spatial characteristic can be included in  through the latent

effect ),,,,,,,,,( 333333333033 ilkiltiktittitikkillilikii   .

Temporal effect are added through itpsi in model 5- 8 based on model 1-4 and spatial-temporal model are formed.
More details for the prior distributions of the parameters are defined in the following section.

INFERENCE PROCEDURE

The maximum likelihood method and Bayesian parameter estimation are commonly found in parameters estimation
of stochastic frontier production.[13][14][15] MCMC simulation in Bayesian framework is chosen in the paper for
its attractive properties which include: [16] Bayesian inference is more suitable for small size sample to estimate the
parameters. Since the spatial effects and spatial-temporal effects are considered other than the inputs of logistics
industry in the models, a larger sample are needed for estimating more parameters to achieve satisfactory results for
frequentist inference. The sample of 434 observations in 31 provinces in the mainland of China for frequentist
inference may bring bias relying on asymptotic approximations. However, Bayesian inference can provide exact
estimation and exact probability statements through enough iterations. The contributions of variables are easily
identified through MCMC simulation in Bayesian framework when minor multicollinearity exists after enough
iterations to reach convergence. High variance for the parameters with multicollinearity may induce less reliable in
frequentist inference. The intervals of Bayesian can be directly interpreted as the probability of parameters and the
length of intervals should be narrower than that of frequentist point-estimates under the same confidence levels.[17]
Bayesian inference provides DIC criteria to compare models with different methods which is more convenient than
frequentist analysis.

The use of Bayesian methods in stochastic frontier analysis was introduced by van den Broeck et al. and further
applications are found in Alexandra M. Schmidt. Let ),( Yp denotes the joint probability density function for a

random observation vector Y and a vector of parameters  .  is defined as existing knowledge, theory,
assumptions of the unknowns which can be adjusted by the nature of the application. The Bayesian parameter
estimation seeks to update knowledge about the unknowns by using the data to get the posterior density )/( Yp .

According to Bayes' theorem

)()/(
)(

)()/()/(  fYf
Yf
fYfYf  (11)

The posterior density of )/( Yf  is proportional to the likelihood )/( Yf times the prior
distribution )(f .  varies due to the different specifications in eight models and we define

87654321 ,,,,,,,  as the parameters of the eight models.

http://www.bayesian-inference.com/modelfit
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The likelihood in the eight models can be assembled into the normal distribution:

),(~ 2itit NY
(12)

The priors of the parameters are defined as following. 2 is set as inverse gamma prior distribution
),IG(~2

 ba where  ba , is fixed at some small number, say 0.1 and 0.001 to describe our prior ignorance
about these parameters. it is expressed differently according to equation (13)-(20):

iitnitit utXF 1-),,(   (13)

iiitnitit utXF 12 )(-),,(   (14)

iiitnitit utXF 12 )(-),,(  
(15)

)(-))(,,( 23 iitinitit utXF  
(16)

iititnitit upsitXF 1-),,(  
(17)

iiititnitit upsitXF 12 )(-),,(   (18)

iiiititnitit upsitXF 112 )(-),,(   (19)

)(-))(,,( 23 iititinitit upsitXF   (20)

Due to the geographical characteristics of the data, a conditional autoregressive (CAR) for prior i1 following

Besag et al. is designed as )(~ 2
11  CARi for 4 models including i1 . That is

),(~),( 11 iiji vmNik  where
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We assign an inverse gamma prior for
2

1 .A 0-1 neighborhood structure with 1ikW are defined if
i and j share boundaries and 0 otherwise. So equation (21) can be expressed:
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where in is the neighbors of province i , 2
1 is the variance of the conditional distribution of ),( ikji  .The

conditional expectation is the average of the random effects in neighboring areas, while the conditional variance is
inversely proportional to the number of neighbors. We further assign a zero mean normal prior distribution with
variance fixed at an arbitrarily large value )1000,0(~ N for

),,,,,,,,,( 0 klltkttttkklllk   and independently truncated normal distribution for itu with

),s(~ 2
i 

Nuit and ),0(~ 2Nsi .The 2 and
2 are denoted inverse gamma distribution.

The distribution of )( 2iitu  which exists in six models is assigned as the truncated normal distribution

),(~),( 2
22  iiit Nu 

where ),(IG~2
 ba and )(~ 2

22  CARi . )( 3i in model 5 and model 8

are defined as i3 with )(~3  CARi and zero mean normal prior distribution for  . Temporal effects

are added in the latter four models through itpsi .Here ),(~ )1( tiit psiNpsi with mean )1( tipsi and

variance which means itpsi is decided by the form value of psi in the thi province. The initial value of itpsi

is assigned with normal distribution with mean zero and variance . 87654321 ,,,,,,,  can be
derived from above analysis.
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To draw a sample from the posterior distribution )/( Yf  , we consider the Gibbs sample which is a case of a
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation.[18] The idea in Gibbs sampling is to generate posterior
samples by sweeping through each variable to sample from its conditional distribution with the remaining
variables fixed to their current values.To explain how to implement the Gibbs sampler, we take model 1 as an
example to estimate the parameter 1 .We start by setting these variables to their initial values
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This constitutes one Gibbs “pass” through the 14 conditional distributions, yielding values:
)1()1()1()1()1()1()1()1()1()1()1()1()1()1(

0 ,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
klltkttttkkllkl .

The process continues until the parameters reach convergence. Because we initialize the algorithm with random
values, the samples simulated based on this algorithm at early iterations may not necessarily be representative of the
actual posterior distribution. However, the theory of MCMC guarantees that the stationary distribution of the
samples generated is the target joint posterior that we are interested in. For this reason, MCMC algorithms are
typically run for a large number of iterations (in the hope that convergence to the target posterior will be achieved).
Because samples from the early iterations are not from the target posterior, it is common to discard these samples.
The discarded iterations are often referred to as the burn-in period.

As we are proposing different model specifications, model choice techniques emerge as an important tool to
indicate which model, among those proposed, fits the data best. The Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) is chosen
for the comparison and the selection of the model. The lower value of DIC indicates a better fit among the
models.[19] The criterion is defined as DpDDIC  where ))/(log(2( ypED  is a measure of fitness
of the model and )ˆ(DDp D  measures complexity of model to defined as the difference between the
posterior mean of the deviance and the deviance evaluated at the posterior mean of the parameters. It compensates
for this effect by favoring models with a smaller number of parameters.

DATA DESCRIPTION AND EMPIRICAL RESULT

Based on the definition of logistics industry, it usually involves transportation management, fleet management,
warehousing, materials handling, order fulfillment, logistics network design, inventory management, supply and
demand planning, third-party logistics management, and other support services. It’s hard to get the data directly
from the database since the definition of logistics industry doesn’t match the official industry classification. The
integration of wholesale and retail trades, transport storage and post industry are used for the replacement of
logistics industry in literature. However, excluding the irrelative data from the wholesale and retail trades is another
problem. In the paper, we regard the integration of transport, warehousing and postal industry as the substitute of
logistics industry. The sample is composed of 434 observations from 31 provinces of the main land of China in the
period 1999-2012. Freight cargo is employed for the output of logistics industry and labor and capital are the two
inputs used in the models. The labor is estimated in terms of economically active population (measured in 10000´s
of individuals) in logistics industry. As far for capital, we compute the capital stock values through perpetual
inventory method based on fixed assets investment.

The capital stock value can be expressed as

ititiit KKK  1t )1( 

where itK represents the real value of capital stock for the i th province in the t th year, itK means incremental
capital stock value and it the rate of depreciation. It can be rewritten as equation (23) given the initial capital
stock

k
itiit

t
k

itit KKK )1()1( 0
0

  (23)

The initial value of capital stock and depreciation rates should be set to get itK . The initial year in integral approach
is assumed to be the sum of all past investments.
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0

 eKK iit ,and  and 0iK can be estimated by linear regressions model. The depreciation rate is
designed for 9.6 considering previous studies. The annual asset investment are derived from Chinese statistical
yearbook (2000-2013) which is also the resource of data set for another two indicators (freight cargo and labor).

Winbugs is a flexible software for Bayesian analysis of complex statistical models by using MCMC methods which
is free of charge.[19] In order to guarantee the convergence, thirty independent MCMC chains for 100000 iterations
are run with a burn in period of 10000 iterations to remove the influence of the initial values and guarantee the chain
approaches stationary in case the initial values are set far from the posterior mean. Although we do not display the
details here, sensitivity analysis of our results to changes in other prior parameters was also carried out. Table 1-2
display the key estimated in the eight models.

Table 1. Parameter Estimates in Model 1-4.

Parameter Estimate SD
MC
error Estimate SD

MC
error

Model 1 Model 2

β0

3.653
(-55.44,62.99) 30.2700 0.0918

2.508
(-57.51,63.01) 30.7600 0.0891

βk

0.2855
(-0.3985,0.9597) 0.3458 0.0011

0.1136
(-0.6963,0.9106) 0.4095 0.0024

βl

1.679
(1.176,2.182) 0.2561 0.0008

1.816
(1.231,2.388) 0.2948 0.0015

βt

-0.0011
(-0.0307,0.0285) 0.0151 0.0000

-0.0005
(-0.0308,0.0295) 0.0154 0.0000

βkk

0.0027
(-0.0898,0.0968) 0.0475 0.0002

0.0606
(-0.0435,0.1678) 0.0539 0.0003

βll

0.0047
(-0.0823,0.094) 0.0450 0.0001

0.0271
(-0.0686,0.1244) 0.0492 0.0003

βtt -0.0001(-0.006,0.0058) 0.0030 0.0000
-0.0015

(-0.0082,0.0052) 0.0034 0.0000

βkt

-0.0018(-
0.0097,0.0059) 0.0040 0.0000

-0.002
(-0.0107,0.0065) 0.0044 0.0000

βlt

0.0074
(-0.006,0.0206) 0.0068 0.0000

0.0115
(-0.0035,0.0265) 0.0076 0.0000

βkl

-0.1051
(-0.1703,-0.0413) 0.0328 0.0001

-0.1321
(-0.204,-0.0603) 0.0366 0.0002

Model 3 Model 4

β0

3.73
(-55.58,62.69) 30.2700 0.0871

3.299
(-56.59,62.77) 30.4600 0.0947

βk

0.289
(-0.3878,0.9606) 0.3446 0.0011

0.2911
(-0.3902,0.9601) 0.3435 0.0011

βl

1.692
(1.191,2.193) 0.2551 0.0009

1.69
(1.189,2.189) 0.2550 0.0009

βt

-0.0011
(-0.0306,0.0284) 0.0151 0.0000

-0.0009
(-0.0307,0.029) 0.0152 0.0000

βkk

0.0027
(-0.0899,0.0962) 0.0474 0.0002

0.0025
(-0.0893,0.0959) 0.0473 0.0002

βll

0.0034
(-0.0833,0.0922) 0.0447 0.0001

0.0033
(-0.0839,0.092) 0.0448 0.0001

βtt

-0.0002
(-0.0059,0.0057) 0.0030 0.0000

-0.0001
(-0.0059,0.0058) 0.0030 0.0000

βkt -0.0018 0.0039 0.0000 -0.0019 0.0040 0.0000
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(-0.0096,0.0059) (-0.0097,0.0058)

βlt

0.0074
(-0.006,0.0205) 0.0068 0.0000

0.0075
(-0.0058,0.0205) 0.0067 0.0000

βkl

-0.1067
(-0.1712,-0.0435) 0.0326 0.0001

-0.1065
(-0.171,-0.0432) 0.0326 0.0001

Table 2. Parameter Estimates in Model 5-8.

Parameter Estimate SD
MC
error Estimate SD MC error

Model 5 Model 6

β0

-1.308
(-60.9,58.88) 30.5800 0.0944

-9.236
(-69.65,51.2) 30.7400 0.09722

βk

0.3738
(-0.32,1.06) 0.3515 0.0013

0.4821
(-0.2276,1.171) 0.3561 0.001399

βl

1.62
(1.105,2.13) 0.2613 0.0010

1.532
(0.9969,2.069) 0.2741 0.001297

βt

0.0012
(-0.0288,0.031) 0.0153 0.0000

0.0049
(-0.0254,0.0351) 0.0154 0.0000486

βkk

-0.0061
(-0.1006,0.0897) 0.0486 0.0002

-0.0031
(-0.0967,0.0935) 0.0484 0.0001934

βll

0.0089
(-0.0796,0.0988) 0.0456 0.0002

0.0232
(-0.0684,0.1167) 0.0471 0.0001942

βtt

0.0005
(-0.0056,0.0067) 0.0031 0.0000

0.0028
(-0.004,0.0096) 0.0035 1.271E-05

βkt

-0.0035
(-0.0121,0.0048) 0.0043 0.0000

-0.0086
(-0.0176,0.0003) 0.0046 1.773E-05

βlt

0.009
(-0.0048,0.0226) 0.0070 0.0000

0.0125
(-0.0017,0.0266) 0.0072 2.587E-05

βkl

-0.0993
(-0.1651,-0.0338) 0.0335 0.0001

-0.094
(-0.1642,-0.0256) 0.0353 0.0001682

Model 7 Model 8

β0

-1.517
(-61.4,58.52) 30.6500 0.0947

-1.419
(-61.27,58.62) 30.6000 0.09497

βk

0.3738
(-0.3258,1.055) 0.3517 0.0012

0.3741
(-0.3198,1.056) 0.3513 0.001334

βl

1.619
(1.107,2.132) 0.2613 0.0011

1.62
(1.106,2.133) 0.2618 0.001088

βt

0.0013
(-0.0287,0.0313) 0.0153 0.0000

0.0013
(-0.0287,0.0312) 0.0153 4.727E-05

βkk

-0.006
(-0.1001,0.0904) 0.0485 0.0002

-0.006
(-0.1002,0.0891) 0.0484 0.0001821

βll

0.0088
(-0.0799,0.0993) 0.0457 0.0002

0.0088
(-0.0796,0.0992) 0.0456 0.0001662

βtt

0.0005
(-0.0057,0.0068) 0.0032 0.0000

0.0005
(-0.0056,0.0067) 0.0031 1.329E-05

βkt

-0.0036
(-0.0122,0.0048) 0.0043 0.0000

-0.0036
(-0.0122,0.0048) 0.0043 2.208E-05

βlt

0.009
(-0.0047,0.0226) 0.0070 0.0000

0.009
(-0.0047,0.0228) 0.0070 0.0000271

βkl

-0.0993
(-0.1655,-0.0343) 0.0335 0.0001

-0.0994
(-0.1661,-0.0341) 0.0336 0.0001342

To check if the parameter the stationary posterior distribution of parameter estimations are achieved, the
convergences among MCMC chains have been assessed using standard Winbugs tools (such as trace plots and
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autocorrelation function (ACF) plots. Low or high values of autocorrelations indicate fast or slow convergence. The
accuracy of the estimation is checked by comparing the Monte Carlo (MC) error, which measures the variability of
each estimate due to the simulation, with the corresponding posterior standard deviation. MC error must be low in
order to calculate the parameter of interest with increased precision. It is proportional to the inverse of the generated
sample size that can be controlled by the user.

There are some similar characteristic captured in the eight models. k and l are much higher than other
parameters indicating there is obvious linear relationship between the growth rate of output and of capital stock and
the labor. The fact that meaning of l is higher than meaning of k reveals labor contributes more than capital
stock for output in most cases. The meanings of t are minor positive in model 1-4 and minor negative in model 5-
8 which indicated time contributes little for the disparity of the output .We notice the meanings of 0 are positive in
model 5-8 while negative in model 1-4.The only difference between the two kinds of models is temporal effect
imbedded in model 5-8 which indicates temporal effects may be the important factor for productivity analysis.

Table 3. Model comparison for eight model specifications.

D Dhat Dp DIC
model 1 104.813 2969.220 -2864.410 -2759.600
model 2 300.673 2175.560 -1874.890 -1574.220
model 3 116.657 2852.430 -2735.770 -2619.110
model 4 113.789 2876.090 -2762.300 -2648.510
model 5 5.359 3078.000 -3072.640 -3067.280
model 6 -80.913 3731.390 -3812.300 -3893.220
model 7 2.848 3756.740 -3753.890 -3751.040
model 8 3.578 3387.870 -3384.290 -3380.710

It is clear spatial-temporal effect models have lower values of DIC than spatial indicating the models with temporal
effect is better fit than without temporal effect. The DIC are smaller than 3000 in the model 5-8 with the values of -
3067.28,3893.22,-3751.04 and -3380.71 while the values in model 1-4 is larger than 2700. D is 300.673 in model 2
which is higher than in the other three models in spatial models suggesting model2 cannot provide better fit for the
data. Dp is also the largest in model 2 among spatial model illustrate the uncertainty of the estimates. Both the high
values of D and Dp make high value of DIC in model 2 showing model 2 are the last model in spatial effect
model to choose. However, model 6 has lowest DIC with the value of -3893.22 which beats the left models in
spatial-temporal model. The follow discussions focus on the results from model 4.The wide gap with the DIC seems
have some contradiction in explain the effect of different variable. For example, i1 seems have positive effect in
modelling the production function according to model 1.However, different conclusion is made according to model
5.The essential problem is the definition of the temporal effect . Spatial-temporal model, the temporal effect changes
according to the previous values in each provinces which allows provincial difference in the intercept. i1 is just
another definition for the provincial difference for the output. The lower DIC in the spatial-temporal model indicate
temporal effect provide extra explanation for model and is a better variable than i1 based on the comparison of
D , Dp and DIC in model 2, model 3,model 5,model 6.In summary, the combination of temporal effect in the
intercept and latent spatial effect in inefficiency described in model 6 is the best choice among eight models.
Further discussion will focus on the results from model 6.
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Figure 1. The Posterior Kernel Pensities of  in model 6.

Figure 1 presents the kernel densities of  . Although the prior of the distributions of  are set the same with zero
mean and one thousand variance, the posterior kernel densities provide more practical results through the iterations
which proves the posterior is not sensitive to the prior if enough iteration are run. The underlying parameter
uncertainty are also depicted. lk  ,,0 have larger uncertainty than the left seven parameters for wider kernel
density which indicates the contribute of input to output is uncertain for the three parameter and it accumulate the
difficulty of forecasting the output in certain input. t fluctuate around 0 with small deviance imply there is not
obvious linear effect of time to the output or the output caused by the technical progress is limited.
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Figure 2. Geographical display of the significance of spatial effects i2 .

Figure 2 present the variation of spatial effects i2 .The district disparity are found in the figure. Darker color
indicates positive significant.
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Figure 3 The box plot of temporal effect in 31 provinces

Figure 3. The box plot of temporal effect in 31 provinces

The box plot in figure 3 contains the first and third quartiles that are the upper and lower boundaries of the middle
50% of the temporal effects. The existence of temporal effect in different provinces indicates the mechanism of the
output varies across the provinces. The technology difference in logistics industry may be the main factor
influencing the output besides input and spatial factor. Jiangsu and Guangdong have the highest average values of
0.4538 and 0.4490 in itpsi . The average itpsi in Xinjiang and Shandong is -0.5721 and -0.5498 which are far below
the overall average level of 0.0098.

The technical efficiency changes are reported through a box plot in figure 4 and figure 5. The horizontal line
indicates the median technical efficiency for each province.
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Figure 4 The box plot of effiencies in 31 provinces

Figure 4. The box plot of efficiencies in 31 province
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Figure 5 The box plot of efficiencies by year,1999-2012

Figure 5. The box plot of efficiencies by year, 1999-2012

The average efficiencies in provinces range from 0.4292 in Yunnan to 0.7394 in Anhui. The ranges of efficiencies in
the 31 is from 0.5246 in Hunan to 0.9175 in Guangxi. Hunan, Hebei, Sichuan and Henan are among the provinces
with lowest diversities in efficiencies. Ningxia, Fujian, Beijing and Guangxi have higher efficiency diversities
across time with the range of 0.8714, 0.8841, 0.8927 and 0.9175.Eight out of thirty one provinces have the ranges
higher than 0.85.

The average efficiencies range from 0.5899 in 2005 to 0.6766 in 2000.There is no trend in the changes of efficiency
from 1999-2012. The unbalance of the efficiency in different provinces is obvious than the time gap. The details of
the distribution of efficiency in fourteen years are displayed in figure 6.
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Figure 6. Logistics Efficiencis from 1999-2012.

CONCLUSION

This paper investigate the efficiency behavior in logistic industry for the mainland of China over the period 1999-
2012. The latent spatial effects in inefficiency term and the parameters in production function are proposed in eight
models. Temporal effects are also another important consideration in the models. The parameters are estimated
through Bayesian estimation framework for characterizing the stochastic production frontier. All of the eight model
converges after enough iteration indicating each of the model. The spatial-temporal model with latent spatial effect
in efficiency are proved to be best fit for the data. The disparity of efficiencies comes more from the difference of
the districts than the time gap. Further research can focus on how the temporal-spatial effects influence the
productivity in logistics industry. The same model can also be applied in other industries.
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